Abstract. In this paper a new yet simple image scrambling method is presented. We define five classes of circular shift on the image plane. By a randomly rounded shift scheme, we cascade the five types of shift on the input image to obtain an encrypted data. We also include experimental results and discussions.
Introduction
Along with the rapid development of network technology during the last few decades, more and more private and public information spreads on the Internet. Data security of information exchange has become a major concern. Image scrambling is an important pre-process or post-process in the digital image transmission, the confidentiality storage, and digital image watermarking. The image scrambling techniques usually modify the pixels in a special manner in position or intensity/chromaticity value to make the encrypted image meaningless or disordered.
The most wildly-used image scrambling method was Arnold transformation [1] as it is a simple but fast position permutation technique. In this work, we present another new yet simple algorithm for image scrambling. It is faster than the classical Arnold transformation. We define five types of rounded shift on the image spatial plane first, then cascade the five kinds of circular shift randomly to finish the scrambling. The new scrambling method has a very large key space.
Random Circular Shift Algorithm
Let's define five types of circular shift on the image plane first. Here the shift means rounded shift, and no data will be lost.
For simplicity and readability, we let RowShift(r, 1) denote that the r-th row of the image is shifted one pixel from left to right. In Figure 1 (a), we show the 1-st and the 9-th rows. In the figure, we demonstrate the RowShift(5, 3) and RowShift(9, -1). We use ColumnShift(c, 1) to denote the c-th column shifts roundly one pixel from top to bottom. It is shown in Figure 1(b) . Beside of the row and column shifts, we also define another two kinds of shift-the SlashShift and BackslashShift, seeing the Figure 1 After finishing the definition of the five classes of rounded shift, we can explain our scrambling algorithm. First, we need five seed numbers, denoted by X s seed (s=1,2,…,5), to generate pseudo-random numbers X(i) by the function rand. Then, we begin to shift the input image using the RowShift, ColumnShift, SlashShift, BackslashShift and RoundShift one by one. Before applying each kind of shift, saying the RowShift, we shift the image each row with a random extracted successively from X(i), which generated by the seed number X 
Comparisons
To verify the validity of the proposed encryption technique, simulations have been performed between the proposed random circular shift algorithm (RCSA) and the Arnold transformation. Here we choose the Arnold transformation to compare, as it the most widely used method, and also very simple. Since our method contains five sub-procedures and the effects of Arnold transformation with only once time is too bad, we repeat the Arnold map with five times same to our algorithm.
In Figure 3 , we show three examples to see the visual effects in scrambling. From the experiment results, one can know that the RCSA can act directly on the color or gray scale images with any size, whereas the Arnold transformation uses several cascade and repeated operations. From the visual standpoint, we can say that our method produce a more chaotic results. We also choose some standard pictures to test our method. All the test images are taken from the database [2] . We will use the image scrambling degree [3] [4] to make evaluate in quantity with Arnold transformation. The concept reveals that the confusion properties of a scrambling algorithm achieve its goal of breaking the correlation between adjacent pixels. In Figure 4 , we list a group of test results of the RCSA and Arnold transformation. Better scrambling corresponds to an absolute value near to 1. In the figure, we can see that the proposed scrambling algorithm outperforms the Arnold map in most cases.
Discussions
As discussed in previous sections, our method key is composed of five parts, i.e. X s seed (s=1,2,…,5), and the cascaded sequence S 1 …S 5 of five shifts. According to IEEE 754 double precision binary floating point format, we use 52-bit string to denote the five seeds, and another five 8-bit to present the sequence of shifts. Totally we use 300-bit string to compose of the encryption key. Therefore, the cipher key space is comparable to most of existing shuffling schemes. Not proper random numbers or shift order will cause improper decryption. It is also very sensitive to the encryption key for both encryption and decryption. When dealing with a width=M and height=N image, the step numbers of our algorithm are list in Table 1 , where ⌊·⌋ is the rounding function toward zero. There are lots of swap operation, no multiplication, division or addition in the proposed method. The Arnold mapping has the all the multiplication, division and addition. In our test on the platform of Visual C++ 2005, RCSA needs about 0.4-0.5 second to deal with a 512×512 image, whereas the Arnold mapping about 0.015 second in CPU time. 
Conclusions
The paper presents a new practical algorithm for image encryption. It can be widely used as a pre-processing or post-processing procedure in other image applications.
